



Present Simple – “to be” (negative)


Write the correct form of “to be” in the gaps below. Make the sentences 
negative:


1. They _______ on the bus.

2. He ______ at school.

3. We ______ German.

4. My friend ______ tall.

5. My dad ______ 53 years old. He is 60 years old.

6. They ______ teachers. They are doctors.

7. Jack’s dog ______ black. It is brown.

8. Water ______ a solid. It is a liquid.

9. The sofa ______ orange.

10. I ______ at home. I am at school.

11. The dogs ______ in the garden. They are sleeping on the sofa.

12. Italy ______ the biggest country in the world.

13. His name ______ Alex. His name is Alan.

14. Her car ______ red.

15. Barcelona ______ the capital city of Spain.

16. London and Manchester ______ countries. They are cities.

17. Cristiano Ronaldo ______ Spanish. He is Portuguese.

18. My keys ______ on the sofa. They are on my desk.

19. Mercury and Mars ______ bigger than Earth.

20. Earth ______ as big as the sun.

21. The moon ______ a planet.

22. The children ______ at school today.

23. She ______ his mum. She is his aunt.

24. Her friend ______ French. She is Belgian.

25. The car ______ fast. It is very slow.
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Answer Key


1. They aren’t on the bus.


2. He isn’t at school.


3. We aren't German.


4. My friend isn’t tall.


5. My dad isn’t 53 years old.


6. They aren’t teachers.


7. Jack’s dog isn’t black.


8. Water isn’t a solid.


9. The sofa isn’t orange.


10. I am not at home.


11.The dogs aren’t in the garden.


12. Italy isn’t the biggest country in the world.


13.His name isn’t Alex.


14.Her car isn’t red.


15.Barcelona isn’t the capital city of Spain.


16.London and Manchester aren’t countries.


17.Cristiano Ronaldo isn’t Spanish.


18.My keys aren’t on the sofa.


19.Mercury and Mars aren’t bigger than Earth.


20.Earth isn’t as big as the sun.


21.The moon isn’t a planet.


22.The children aren’t at school today.


23.She isn’t his mum.


24.Her friend isn’t French.


25.The car isn’t fast.
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